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1. a  EVENT INFORMATION 

 Date of Event: 2020 October 31 

 Venues: 
- Iceland – Hotel Örkin, Reykjavik
- Sweden – Mr. Jolin’s residence, Stockholm
- Portugal – Peace Embassy, Lisbon 
- Austria – FFWPU HQ,  Austria 
- Hungary – Peace Embassy, Budapest 

Date of Event: 
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- Austria - FFWPU HQ, Austria 
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1.b EVENT INFORMATION 

 Total Number of Registered People: 168

 Number of Representatives: 89
 Iceland: 12

 Sweden: 25

 Portugal: 12

 Austria: 19

 Hungary: 21

 Number of CheonBo staff: 4

 Number of nations whose members 
registered: 22
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2. 1-DAY WORKSHOP SCHEDULE

2020 Heavenly Europe and the Mliddle East Tour 
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One day before the event: Prayer Room Opening, 
Connection Prayer to Cheonshim Won & offering the forms

Hungary

, 
he forms 



One day before the event: Prayer Room Opening,
Connection Prayer to Cheonshim Won & offering the forms

PortugalIceland

AustriaSweden
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Rainbow appeared in the morning of Oct. 31st in Iceland
Rainbow appeared in the mornin 

• 1n Iceland 



Event day: Connection Prayer to Cheonshim Won and 
the Main Training Center before the start of the event.



Speakers of the event

Dr. Michael Balcomb
EUME Region President

Dr. Dieter Schmidt
Central-EU Sub-Regional Director 

Rev. In Pyo Moon
CheonBo EUME Branch President 



Opening Address of the Branch President 

Portugal



Speakers of the event

Dr. David Hanna
North-EU Sub-Regional Director 

Rev. Giuseppe Cali 
South-EU Sub-Regional Director 

Rev. Elisabeth Cook 
National Leader of Austria 

Mrs. Zsuzsanna Klimesne Bakonyi 
Acting National Leader of Hungary 



Officiator’s Address: Rev. Gi-seong Lee



6.a  Chanyang Yeoksa
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6.b Ancestor Liberation
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Prayer in Cheonshim Won Prayer Hall
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6.c Ancestor Blessing Ceremony
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6.d Ancestor Blessing Ceremony
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6.e Ancestor Blessing Ceremony
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6.f Ancestor Blessing Ceremony
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Group Photo: Portugal



Group Photo: Austria
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Group Photo: Hungary



Live connection: Before the end of the event

Dr. Michael Balcomb & 
Mrs. Fumiko Balcomb

EUME Region President Couple 

Rev. In Pyo Moon
CheonBo EUME Branch President 



7. a TESTIMONIES

Mr. Sergio Vieira, Portugal Event

”First of all thank you very much to our Heavenly Parent and True Parents for

giving us the opportunity to participate in this amazing event. Thank you that

I could represent not only our nation’s members’ liberation and blessing of their

ancestors but also European and Middle East members. It was an immense grace

from our True Parents, especially on earth to our most beloved Only Begotten

Daughter, our True Mother. From this amazing grace of the CheonBo branches,

finally Heavenly Parent and True Parents can feel that much more quickly

humankind can be liberated from this miserable and painful situation of hell in

spiritual world. Heavenly Parent can be much more at ease in his heart seeing

that that many and many of his children are being free of their painful history life.

We want to give our entire life for this cause of salvation of humanity on earth

and spiritual world, so thank you again True Parents for giving us the opportunity

to help in this so important task as HTM. Good health and long life to our True

Mother. Thank you True Father in spiritual world, we love you and we miss you.

Victory, victory, victory to EUME region!”



7. b TESTIMONIES

Mrs. Carla Vieira, Portugal Event

”Thank you True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humanity. I am so grateful and

touched to be present at this event that brought the love of True Parents to

our nation and to receive all the heavenly atmosphere of CheonBo

Cheonshim Won Prayer Hall. It was impossible not to feel sorry and totally

unworthy of this blessing. I could feel our ancestors that are so desperately

waiting for this moment, that they could be rescued from the bottom of hell

and live in the grace of the heavenly spirit world. In my heart I immediately

received the answer to my HJ Offering Paper: “All you problems will be

solved the moment you unite with True Mother. Please do not complain.

You have the authority to solve all you problems with absolute devotion

and prayer. See God’s turning point and see God’s point of view and you

suffering will be no more than a grain of .”



7. c TESTIMONIES

Anonymous, Female, Hungary event 

”Thank you Heavenly Parent, True Parents all the tremendous
grace you offered for humankind. Always when I am in the
prayer room praying and looking through the pictures I always
start crying in front of Hyo Ji Nim. I feel from him so much love,
urge, sincere support, seriousness that touches me deeply.
I cannot stop flowing my tears. During liberation I could feel
ancestors of my spiritual childrens’ family. Very strongly realized
that love is what matters. Not important if someone was a king
or other famous person but everyone can offer support from the
spirit world who has great love. So together with spirits of high
love and people on earth with such a love can change the world
even if those people were from low class of society.”



7. d TESTIMONIES

Nina Persson, Female, 2nd gen. Stockholm, Sweden

”I am really grateful that we had this opportunity to meet up and
have this event. I have had a tough year and have struggled to
overcome certain challenging experiences recently, but having this
experience today has really helped me in the process of healing. I
don’t really have any spiritual experiences but this time was
special. It was during the Chanyang Yeoksa session where I felt the
presence of spirits comforting me. I felt a sense of healing where I
felt caressed and comforted by them as if they were telling me:
“We know the pain you have experienced but everything is going
to be ok.” I felt loved and a lot of warmth which was
overwhelming and made me cry a lot. I am so grateful for this
experience and will keep it as a reminder that I have a lot of
support and that God is always by my side.”



7. e TESTIMONIES

Mrs. Irmgard Mäntler, Vienna event 

”Our dear True Mother, we are deeply grateful to Heavenly
Parents and True Parents for this beautiful event! It is such a
miracle that even at the time of Covid there is a way for
Heaven to work, to liberate and bless ancestors and people in
the spirit world! True Parents extend Heavenly Parents‘ realm
of truth and love so that Cheon Il Guk can be established, the
Kingdom of Heaven in Heaven and on earth! We hope we can
go forward quickly with the restoration of our nation Austria.
Thank you for the grace you have given to all of us! Thank you
True Mother! Kamsahamnida, Saranghamnida!”



7. f TESTIMONIES

Mrs. Atsumi Kanno-Nandkisore, wife of National leader, Iceland 

“First, I would like to offer you Heavenly Parent my deepest heart of gratitude
that we can hold the CheonBo Event at Reykjavik in Iceland where there are
few blessed families. We received great grace from Heavenly Parent, True
Parent and Spiritual World. I am thankful specially to True Mother from
bottom of my heart who allowed us to have a CheonBo event at Reykjavik
in Iceland and to connect with Heavenly Parent and True Father through
Cheonshim- Won Prayer room through the Internet. After the connection
prayer to open the prayer room, we are wrapped in warm Love, Peace and
Happiness. I felt we are one mind, one body and one thought and we are
really brothers and sisters under the dominion of the Heavenly Parent. It
was a very special feeling for me, like we are elevated into Heaven. I love
Cheonshim -Won Prayer room but I felt our prayer room at Reykjavik
in Iceland was more than that….”



7. g TESTIMONIES

Mrs. Atsumi Kanno-Nandkisore, wife of National leader, Iceland 

“The beginning we are a few members together in the prayer room
but we can't keep only a few members there. We want to invite all
members to be there and to share and experience this very special
wonderful atmosphere in the prayer room. Everybody felt very warm
and at peace. It was amazing grace for all members. I pray that
everybody never forgets this special grease feeling. Thank you so
much our Beloved True Mother of Peace and Begotten Daughter of
Heavenly Parent that we can live with you together on this earth now.
I determine myself, that I am the daughter of you and I am the one
who does what you want to do. Thank you very much.”

Thank you so 
much our Beloved True Mother of Peace and Begotten Daughter of 
Heavenly Parent that we can live with you together on this earth now. 
I determine myself, that I am the daughter of you and I am the one 
who does what you want to do. Thank you very much." 



7. h TESTIMONIES

Dr. Sergio Neto, National Leader for Portugal
”On behalf of all Portuguese Community, Portuguese Ancestors and
Portuguese Saints and martyrs, we are deeply grateful to have the opportunity
to represent Portugal and bring the heavenly environment to our nation. Only
True Parents with their hearts of Absolute compassion for all humanity can
give us the opportunity to resolve all mistakes and failures of Portuguese
history. Aju to True Parents. We are eternally grateful.”



7. i TESTIMONIES

Anonymous, Female, 50, Hungary event 

”Sincerely, I would like to thank the grace of the blessing of my
ancestors, to True Parents and Heavenly Parents. When the
ancestors entered to the blessing venue, I felt the grateful
heart of my ancestors, my tears just started to fall. When the
holy water was spreading, I just felt the happiness and joy. When
finally we had to say the blessing vows, I felt the proudness of
them. I felt all of their emotion, and heart of them during the
blessing ceremony. It was so real. I would like to thank again
this grace.”



7. j TESTIMONIES

Anonymous, Female, 2nd gen, Stockholm, Sweden

”During the beginning of Chanyang Yeoksa session when we started
clapping our necks area I suddenly, without warning, burst into
tears, my chest tightened and I had a difficulty breathing, I felt like
someone, a spirit maybe, wanted to help me experience something
spiritual. My father was sitting to my right and my mother to my
left. I felt a strong presence from my father’s side, like an ancestor
from his side was standing right next to me and telling me to
breathe, I tried to catch my breath and after some time I felt
peaceful, like a spirit had just passed through my chest and left my
body. I also felt like I knew that a spirit from my father had left his
body and that the spirits were connected in some way. It was a
powerful and in the end a beautiful experience.”



7. k TESTIMONIES

Anonymous, Male, Iceland event 

”Yesterday after the event I felt surrounded by deep peace and joy. Of
course I was happy I could endure physically the whole event, as I got seek in
digestion 5 days ago and was very short in breath. After both days I felt a lot
of support through dreams, writing e-mails to members, whom I offered my
older stock of essential oils, the people responded to the "mail" and saw their
faces and their writings. It was so real but still a dream - with another group
I discussed core-values, a real solution for interfaith education. But today
early morning a fish recipe was introduced as a simple and healthy dish. Later
that day my son came along, brought some health food, prepared a
smoothie and did some exercises with me. The most nice words came from
his heart: "You gave me so much love, when I was a child, I know what you
did. Therefore, I love you and want to return this love to you now." He gave
me a deep and warm embrace, like never before ... I was so moved.”



7. L TESTIMONIES

Mrs. Elisabeth Cook, Austria National Leader 

”Thinking back of the event, I was most grateful that we could prepare
everything together with brothers & sisters, united in heart. Due to Covid, not
so many brothers and sisters could participate, but all of them invested their
whole heart and sincerity in the preparations, which made the atmosphere
very beautiful and joyful. We all were surprised that we could create such a
holy prayer room which made us feel like being in the ChoenBo Prayer Hall
in Korea! Thank you, Rev. In pyo Moon, for making the actual connection
with the CheonBo Prayer hall! Thank you for all your sincere prayers and
preparations, which made this event possible! Following the videos, we
could connect deeply to True Parents and to the spiritual world. We could
feel the joy and feeling of relief and liberation when we sent the spirits off
to the workshop in the spirit world. It was such a beautifuful and joyful
moment! Thank you, Kamsahamnida!”




